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In a long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) system,
the traffic overload of machine type communication
devices is a challenge because too many devices
attempt to access a base station (BS) simultaneously in
a short period of time. We discuss the challenge of the
gap between the theoretical maximum throughput and
the actual throughput. A gap occurs when the BS
cannot change the number of preambles for a random
access channel (RACH) until multiple numbers of
RACHs are completed. In addition, a preamble
partition approach is proposed in this paper that uses
two groups of preambles to reduce this gap. A
performance evaluation shows that the proposed
approach increases the average throughput. For
100,000 devices in a cell, the throughput is increased
by 29.7% to 114.4% and 23.0% to 91.3% with
uniform and Beta-distributed arrivals of devices,
respectively.

Keywords: Dynamic resource allocation, Dynamic
frame slotted ALOHA, RACH procedure, Throughput,
LTE-A.

I. Introduction

Machine type communication (MTC) or the narrow-
band Internet of Things (NB-IoT) are communication
technologies that support machine-to-machine (M2M) or
Internet of Things (IoT) devices in the long term
evolution-advanced (LTE-A) system [1]. MTC or NB-IoT
technologies have a wide range of applications, including
smart grids, personal communications, controlling traffic
flow on roads, smart driving, and smart healthcare [2], [3].
The aim of these technologies is to support a massive
number of devices with random access (RA) procedures in
the medium access control (MAC) protocol of the LTE-A
system. It was recently reported that a total of 12.5 billion
MTC devices are expected be in operation globally by
2020 [4]. In addition, the third-generation partnership
project (3GPP) has studied the conventional LTE-A
system with 30,000 MTC devices within a cell [5],
whereby the number of devices in a cell can be increased
to more than 100,000 [6], [7].
The major applications with MTC networks will require

communication between the MTC devices and the MTC
servers. In the LTE-A, an MTC device performs a random
access (RA) procedure, called a random access channel
(RACH) procedure, for connection through a base station
(BS) to the MTC servers [8], [9]. In a RACH procedure,
the device randomly chooses and transmits a preamble
from a pool of preambles (“pool” in this paper) using the
specific subcarriers allocated during a special subframe.
The set of subcarriers at the special subframe is referred to
as a RACH, and the subframe is sometimes referred to as
an RA slot. The BS can detect a request if only one device
has selected this preamble in a RACH. A collision occurs
when two or more devices transmit the same preamble in
the RACH. Thus, the RACH procedure is similar to the
frame-slotted ALOHA (FSA) or the multichannel
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ALOHA, where the BS can estimate the number of MTC
devices that send preambles in a RACH for congestion
control [9].
In case of an emergency, the data from all MTC devices

must be collected as soon as possible [3]. Thus, for a
communication system, the total amount of time to gather
data packets from all activated devices needs to be
minimized. The dynamic allocation of a RACH resource
(DARR) scheme is one of the solutions used to minimize
time, where the DARR adaptively changes the size of the
pool and other resources [5], [9]. In studies of dynamic
FSA (DFSA), approaches similar to DARR have been
reported. In these studies, it is assumed that the size of the
pool can be updated for every RA slot. However, the size
of the pool can be updated with periodicity in LTE-A,
where multiple RA slots are allocated during the period.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We discuss the problem of the throughput degradation
of DARR in LTE-A, which results from the periodicity of
updating the size of the pool.
2) We propose a preamble partition approach to determine
the size of the pool for the DARR. The proposed approach
separates a pool into two pools to select the size of the
pools.
3) Simulation results show that our proposed approach can
achieve performance that is closer to the optimal
throughput of FSA than the throughput without the
proposed approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we present related works for congestion control
in LTE-A. Random access in LTE-A is introduced in
Section III. We present the system model in Section IV,
and we discuss the throughput degradation owing to the
periodic update for the size of the pool of preambles in
Section V. In Section VI, we outline our proposed
preamble partition approach to determine a better size of
the pool of preambles with a periodic update. In
Section VII, a performance evaluation is presented, and
the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. Related Works

1. Dynamic Allocation of RACH Resources

In DARR, the BS allocates additional resources for
the MTC devices. The concept of DARR was
proposed by the 3GPP in [5], although details on the
selection for the size of the pool were not included.
Later, Choi proposed the adaptive determination of the
pool (ADP) in [9], where the devices do not use the
backoff scheme as a fast retrial algorithm [10], and

where the size of the pool is adaptively changed in
every RACH. In [9], the optimal number of preambles
is given by the stochastic gradient ascending method.
In Choi’s approach, the number of preambles for the
next RA slot is equal to L̂t þ aðM̂t � L̂tÞ, where L̂t is
the estimated optimal number of preambles, M̂t is the
estimated number of devices, and a is the step size.
The number of preambles is then broadcast to the
devices before each RA slot.
For the DARR, two problems need to be solved by the

BS: the estimation of the number of contending devices in
the RA slot, and the determination of the size of the pool.
These problems are similar to those in studies of dynamic
FSA (DFSA). When the BS and the devices use the DFSA
for the contention of data transmission, the BS will
construct a frame that contains multiple slots. The devices
will select a slot in a frame and transmit their data. The BS
estimates the number of devices using the number of slots
filled with zero (c0), one, and/or multiple packets in a
frame. For example, Khandelwal and others estimated the
number of devices using c0, which is equal to log(c0/N)/
log(1 – 1/N), where N is the frame size [11].
The frame size in DFSA also differs depending on the

objective of the DFSA study. Vogt proposed an algorithm
of frame size for low identification delay, which updates
the frame size using a binary exponential algorithm [12].
Zhen and others proposed 1.4 times the estimated number
of devices to achieve a low level of collisions [9]. Cha and
others proposed a frame size equal to the estimated
number of devices to maximize throughput, where
throughput is the ratio of the number of successful slots in
a frame to the frame size [13]. Khandelwal and others set
the frame size to 1.943 times the estimated number of
devices to reduce the total time to collect all data [11]. Lee
and others proposed a function to reduce the average delay
for collecting data when the durations of idle, successful,
and collided slots differ, where the inputs of the function
are the number of devices and the ratio of the time of the
idle slot to the time of the collided slot [14]. Kim proposed
the following equation to maximize the success
probability: argminN2AK jN �Milog2j, where N is the
candidate for the frame size, AK is the set of numbers that
can be used for the frame size, and Mi is the number of
devices for the i-th frame [15].

2. Access Class Barring in LTE-A

Most of the studies performed on congestion control in
LTE-A focus on the access class barring (ACB)
considering the fixed number of preambles in LTE-A. In
ACB, the number of contended devices is controlled by
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announcing an ACB factor in every RACH, where the
ACB factor is a value representing a probability. If the
ACB factor is announced as p, then the devices can
transmit a preamble with probability p, or defer its
preamble transmission for one RA slot by probability
(1 � p) [2]. The concept of ACB was proposed by 3GPP
without detail [5]. Duan and others presented an approach
in which the optimal ACB factor is the ratio of the
number of preambles to the number of devices in a
network [16]. In a later study, they proposed ACB
algorithms for a fixed and variable number of preambles
[3]. They then showed that the number of activated
devices can be estimated by the ratio of the number of
contended devices in a RACH to the current ACB factor
[17]. Tavana and others derived the ACB factor using the
maximum likelihood estimation for the number of
activated devices in a network [18].
Various schemes can be found that are similar to ACB.

Extended access barring (EAB) can be used. EAB blocks
the random access of low-priority devices during
congestion [19]. The backoff scheme is another approach;
it changes the backoff duration for devices according to
the congestion state of the network [20]. However, the
basic purpose of ACB, EAB, and the backoff scheme is to
postpone the access of devices to later RA slots. Thus,
these methods increase the average delay for all devices in
proportion to the number of devices in the network.
Although the applications of M2M communications have
a loose delay requirement, the requirement may be
dissatisfied with intensive device arrivals owing to the
massive number of devices.

III. Random Access Protocol in LTE-A

Figure 1 shows the RACH procedure [3], [5]. An
MTC device needing to transmit its data randomly
selects a preamble from the set of preambles. The device
then transmits the selected preamble to the BS through a
RACH in the uplink channel. When the BS detects the
preamble in the RACH, the BS transmits an RA response

(RAR) message (MSG2). The MSG2 includes the “UL
grant,” which contains information about the allocated
resource blocks (RBs) in the physical uplink shared
channel (PUSCH), where the third message (MSG3) will
be transmitted. When the device receives the MSG2
corresponding to the transmitted preamble, the device
transmits the MSG3 using RBs in PUSCH. The MSG3
can be a radio resource control (RRC) connection request
message to establish a connection between the device
and the BS, or it can be a data packet when the data in
MSG3 [2] is used to reduce signaling overhead. If the
BS receives the MSG3, it responds with a contention
resolution (MSG4) to notify the success of RA. If two or
more devices selected the same preamble in the first step,
the BS may not decode MSG3, since two or more
devices transmit their MSG3 at the same time and
frequency.
Figure 2 shows the periodicity of RACH and the

system information block-2 (SIB2). The RACH is
allocated by the BS at specific subframes [21], and the
allocation is reported by broadcasting SIB2 [22].
Generally, the number of preambles per RACH is 64, but
some of these preambles are actually used for the
contention-based random access. The remaining
preambles can be used for other purposes such as non-
contention based access [1]. The BS periodically
transmits an SIB2 in the downlink channel to notify the
position of RACH, where the contents of SIB2 can be
changed with a periodicity given as “si-periodicity.” The
duplication of an SIB2 is transmitted in a period for
redundancy, but the content of the duplication is identical
to that of the original SIB2. Other parameters related to
the RACH procedure are also transmitted using SIB2.
The periodicity for SIB2 is longer than that of RACH. A
RACH periodicity is the length of an interval, where each
interval includes a RACH in conventional LTE-A [22].
The other spaces in the downlink band and the space in
the uplink band can be used for the transmissions of
MSG2, MSG3, and MSG4.

Preamble (RACH)

Device BS

MSG2: RA response

MSG3

MSG4: contention resolution

1. Select a preamble 
from the pool.

For each preamble:
1. Determine preamble index;
2. Allocate RB;
3. Send preamble index, RB.From RA response

1. Look up preamble
index;

2. Retrieve RB;
3. Schedule transmission

of MSG 3 including 
ID of device.

1. Receive packet(s);
2. Decode the ID of UE;
3. Send contention 

resolution.
Succeed in random 

access.

Fig. 1. RACH Procedure and data transmission in LTE-A.

Subframe

RA slot RA slot

Si-periodicity

Time

Uplink 
band

SIB2 SIB2

Time

Downlink 
band

RACH RACH RACH

RACH periodicity

RA slot

Fig. 2. RACH allocation and SIB2 transmission in LTE-A.
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IV. System Model

Suppose a cell consists of a BS and M of MTC devices.
Let these devices need to transmit their data owing to an
emergency [3]. The MTC devices are activated according
to an arbitrary arrival distribution during a certain interval.
Let TRAREP be the RACH periodicity. Let a preamble pool
be the set of preambles that are allocated for the
contention-based random access in a RACH period. An
activated device transmits a preamble through a
corresponding RACH, where the preamble is randomly
chosen from the preamble pool. We assume that the size
of the preamble pool can be variable. For example, the
multiple number of RACHs per TRAREP can be used to
increase the pool size. An MTC device can transmit
preambles up to Nmax times [5]. We assume that the
preamble is always detectable in the BS [9]. A collision
always occurs when two or more devices select the same
preamble in the same RACH period. Suppose that the
transmissions of MSG3 and MSG4 are always successful.
The performance of the RACH procedure thus depends on
the collision probability.
When a BS changes the number of preambles in the

pool, the BS sends that information to devices using SIB2.
This information is then transmitted periodically every
TUPDATE subframe, where TUPDATE is equal to the si-
periodicity shown in Fig. 2. Since multiple RACH periods
exist during a si-period, the number of RACH periods
during a si-period, NU, can be defined. NU becomes

NU ¼ TUPDATE=TRAREPb c; (1)

where ⌊x⌋ is the largest integer equal to or smaller than x.
The i-th RACH period (i = 1, 2, . . .) is included in the r-th
si-period (r = 1, 2, . . .) with a relation given as

r ¼ 1þ i� 1
NU

� �
: (2)

We assumed that the number of preambles and the
number of spaces for the transmission of MSG2, MSG3,
and MSG4 per RACH period are proportional to the size
of the pool [9]. Suppose that the size of the preamble pool
is Rr for the r-th si-period, where the pool is given as C =
{c1, . . . , cRr}. The minimum size of a pool is given as
Rmin. A device selects a preamble from Rr preambles with
equal probability.
Assume that Mi devices transmit preambles randomly

chosen from C in the i–th RACH period. In a practical
system, while a BS cannot know Mi, BS can estimate Mi.
Let M̂i be the estimate for Mi. Let Oi =[Oi(0), Oi(1), Oi(2)]
be the observation vector for the preambles in the i-th

RACH period, where Oi(0), Oi(1), and Oi(2) are the
observed number of unused, successful, and collided
preambles, respectively. The BS can obtain M̂i after
completing RA in the i-th RACH period using a function
of Oi and Rr, f (Oi, Rr).

M̂i ¼ f ðOi;RrÞ: (3)

In this study, the BS attempts to increase the
throughput. Let Si be the number of devices that
successfully transmit their preamble in the i-th RACH
period. Let Ti be the throughput for each i-th RACH
period. The throughput is the ratio of Si to Rr. Let PS,i be
the success probability for the preamble transmission in
the i-th RACH period. Since other devices should select
other preambles given that a device transmitted a
preamble, PS,i becomes [9]

PS;i ¼ 1� 1
Rr

� �Mi�1

: (4)

The conditional mean of Si for the given Mi becomes

E½SijMi� ¼ MiPS;i ¼ Mi 1� 1
Rr

� �Mi�1

; (5)

where E[.] denotes the statistical expectation [9]. For a
given Mi, the expectation of throughput becomes

E½TijMi� ¼ E½SijMi�
Rr

¼ Mi

Rr
1� 1

Rr

� �Mi�1

: (6)

From @E[Ti|Mi]/@Rr = 0, we can determine that the
throughput is maximized when Rr = Mi with an expected
throughput of E[Ti|Mi] ≒ e�1 [9], [13].

V. Throughput Degradation of DARR in LTE-A
Owing to Si-periodicity

In this section, we discuss the throughput degradation of
the DARR. In several studies on LTE-A, the si-periodicity
in LTE-A is assumed to be the same as that in DFSA,
which means that the BS can update the parameters in
every RACH period, that is, TUPDATE = TRAREP or NU = 1
[3], [9], [16]–[18]. In this case, the BS will update the size
of the pool as follows [13]:

Rrþ1 ¼ max M̂ i
� �

;Rmin
� 	

: (7)

However, the RA procedure in LTE-A operates with the
condition of TUPDATE > TRAREP, that is, NU > 1. In this
case, the BS needs to determine the parameters for DARR
using multiple M̂i because a si-period has multiple RACH
periods. In previous studies, no approaches were presented
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for determining the size of the preamble pool from
multiple observations. The previous studies argued that
most recent M̂i, that is, M̂ðr�NU Þ, is close to the optimum
Rr+1 [11]–[15]. Let the “most recent policy” be this
approach, that is, Rr+1 = M̂ðr�NU Þ. To reduce variances in
observation, the sample mean of M̂i during the most recent
si-period can be used to obtain Rr+1. Let “mean policy” be
this approach, that is,

Rrþ1 ¼ max
1
NU

Xr�NU

i¼ðr�1ÞNUþ1

M̂ i

6664
7775;Rmin

0
@

1
A: (8)

The “weighted sample mean policy” can be used. In the
weighted sample mean policy, a weight is multiplied by
M̂i in (8). In addition to these policies, the “max policy”
can be used. This policy selects the maximum value from
NU observations for Rr+1.
Unfortunately, the existence of si-periodicity causes rapid

changes in Mi because the BS cannot adjust the parameters
for the RACH procedure during the si-periodicity. With
these conventional approaches, rapid changes in Mi can
result in a large difference between a selected value for Rr+1

and the optimal value for Rr+1. Rapid changes can be
expected from the analysis of the expectation of Mi in [23],
which is the analysis model proposed in [5]. Let Mi[n] be
the number of devices that transmit their preamble in the i-
th RACH period, where the number of preamble
transmissions is equal to n (that is, n = 1 for new arrival and
n > 1 for backoff). Let TRAR be the waiting time before the
start of the RAR window, let WRAR be the size of the RAR
window, and letWBO be the size of the backoff window. By
summarizing the equations in [23], the expectation for Mi,
which is defined as E[Mi], can be calculated as

E½Mi� ¼ E½Mi½1�� þ
XNmax

n¼2

E½Mi½n��

¼ E½Mi½1�� þ
XNmax

n¼2

Xi�k1

j¼i�k2

aj!ið1� PS; jÞE½Mj½n� 1��:

(9)

In (9), index j is changed from (i – k2) to (i – k1) because a
device that transmitted a preamble from the (i – k2)-th to
the (i – k1)-th RACH period can backoff to the i-th RACH
period. k1 and k2 are, respectively, equal to

k1 ¼ C
TRAREP


 �
; k2 ¼ W

TRAREP


 �
; (10)

where xd e is the smallest integer larger than x, and Γ and
Ψ are respectively defined as

C ¼ TRAR þWRAR;

W ¼ TRAR þWRAR þWBO:
(11)

aj?i is a coefficient representing the proportion of devices
in the j-th RACH period that will backoff to the i-th
RACH period statistically, which is given as

aj!i ¼
C=TRAREPd eTRAREP � Cð Þ=WBO ; j ¼ i� k1;

W� TRAREP W=TRAREPb cð Þ=WBO ; j ¼ i� k2;
TRAREP=WBO ; otherwise:

8
<
:

(12)

To maximize the expected throughput, Mi needs to be
equal to Rr, regardless of i. This can be possible if PS,i =
e�1 and Mi[1] = c ∀i, where c is an arbitrary constant.
However, Mi[1] is a random variable, so PS,i can differ
from e�1. Because Rr is fixed during a si-periodicity and
(9) is recursive, Mi is expected to increase during si-
periodicity if PS,i becomes smaller than e�1, and is
expected to decrease during si-periodicity if PS,i is larger
than e�1. M̂i is also affected by the change. Therefore, the
selection of Rr+1 using the sample mean, the weighted
sample mean, or the most recent value of M̂i will not be
effective because of the changes of Mi during the
si-periodicity.
The simulation for the selection of Rr+1 using the

sample mean policy shows the ineffectiveness in
throughput. Figure 3 shows the values of Mi and Rr, as
well as the optimum value for Rr, which is defined as R*.
In a simulation when Rr+1 is updated using the mean
policy, the devices arrive with uniform distribution, and M
is 100,000. A detailed description of the parameters used
for the figure is presented in Section VII.
Let R* be the optimum size of the pool. The difference

between Rr and R* can be observed in Fig. 3. R* is about
135 in this example, and R1 is equal to 54, which is too
small to support the active devices in the RACH period.

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Time (subframes)

W1

W2 Mi

Rr

Optimum for Rr

M
i, 

R r

Fig. 3. Number of contended devices (Mi), selected size of the
pool (Rr), and optimum value for Rr (R*) with M of
100,000.
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Thus, PS,i is lower than e�1 in the first RACH period. The
collided devices in a RACH period backoff to later RACH
periods; thus, the number of contending devices in a
RACH period increases and PS,i decreases. The backoffs
are repeated during the first si-period; therefore, Mi

increases exponentially in the first si-period. By (8), R2 is
selected to be a larger value than R*; however, it is still
too small to resolve the congestion. Therefore, R3 is
selected as a very large value. In the third si-period, PS,i

increases to a value larger than e�1; this reduces Mi to a
value lower than 135. Thus, R4 becomes smaller than the
optimum value, PS,i then decreases to less than e�1, and
Mi then increases exponentially, and the process is
repeated. This “fluctuation problem” arises because the
si-periodicity is longer than TRAREP. Figure 4 shows
the throughput. The throughput is repeatedly dropped as
the selected size of the pool significantly differs from the
optimal value.

VI. Proposed Preamble Partition Approach in LTE-A

The analysis in the previous section showed that the
fluctuation problem causes a reduction in the throughput.
A fluctuation problem occurs when the BS selects
parameters using M̂i, which can differ somewhat from R*.
The analysis in Section V and studies for throughput [9],
[13], [14] imply that the BS requires a value for the size of
the pool that is similar to R* in every si-period in order to
stabilize Mi and M̂i.
When the devices are grouped using n, a value for the

better size of the pool can be obtained. For a given Nth, let
the deep backlogged devices be the devices that
experienced backlogs larger than Nth times. Let BN(i) be
the number of non-deep backlogged devices, and let BD(i)
be the number of deep backlogged devices. These
numbers are represented as follows:

BN ðiÞ ¼
XNth

n¼1

Mi½n�; (13)

BDðiÞ ¼
XNmax

n¼Nthþ1

Mi½n�: (14)

Let BN*(i) and BD*(i) be BN(i) and BD(i) in the optimum
condition (that is, PS,i = e�1, ∀i), respectively. They are
equal to

BN
�ðiÞ ¼

XNth

n¼1

�kTRAREPð1� e�1Þn�1
; (15)

BD
�ðiÞ ¼

XNmax

n¼Nthþ1

�kTRAREPð1� e�1Þn�1
; (16)

where �k is the mean arrival rate of the devices. In (15) and
(16), (1 – e�1)n�1 decreases as n increases. Thus, we can
expect that BN*(i) + BD*(i) can be close to BN*(i) for a
sufficiently large Nth. As |PS,i – e�1| increases, both |BN(i)
– BN*(i)| and |BD(i) – BD*(i)| increase where |x| is the
absolute value of x. However, the speed of increase of
|BN(i) – BN*(i) | can be slower than that of |BD(i) – BD*(i)|
with a sufficiently small Nth.
From the two properties, we can expect that if Nth is

correctly selected, BN(i) can be close to R*, where R* =
BN*(i) + BD*(i). Figure 5 shows Mi, BN(i), and R* forM of
50,000 and 100,000 with Nth = 4. BD(i) is excluded from
the figure but can be obtained from the difference between
Mi and BN(i). As shown in Fig. 5, BN(i) changes around
R* compared to Mi. Thus, if the BS can estimate and
use BN(i) to determine the size of the pool, the throughput
can be increased because the BS can obtain and use the
size of the pool close to R*. Since PS,i can differ from e�1

in a real system, yet PS,i is generally unknown, we selected
Nth to minimize the square error between R* and
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Fig. 4. Throughput using conventional approach with M of
100,000.
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Fig. 5. Number of contending devices (Mi), number of non-deep
backlogged devices [BN(i)], and optimum value for Rr

(R*): (a) M = 50,000 and (b)M = 100,000.
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PNth
n¼1

�kTRAREPð1� pÞn�1for the arbitrary success
probability p in the range of probability as follows:

argmin
Nth

Z1

0

�kTRAREP

XNmax

n¼1

ð1� e�1Þn�1�
XNth

n¼1

ð1� pÞn�1

( )2

dp:

(17)

�kTRAREP can be replaced by 1 since it is a constant in (17).
In conventional DARR, the BS cannot estimate BN(i)

because the BS cannot distinguish whether a preamble in
RACH is sent by non-deep backlogged devices. To
estimate and use BN(i) in the BS, we propose the
preamble partition approach, in which a single preamble
pool is divided into two preamble pools. In the preamble
partition approach, the non-deep backlogged devices use
one of the preamble pools, and the deep backlogged
devices use the other preamble pool. Therefore, the BS
can distinguish whether or not a preamble is sent by
non-deep backlogged devices, and can estimate the
number of devices in each group. The proposed
approach does not require an additional message or
complex computation compared with the conventional
DARR. The proposed preamble partition approach
requires additional bits in SIB2 as well as algorithms in
the devices and BS.
Preamble group selection in the devices: In the
proposed preamble partition, the device periodically
receives a broadcast message such as SIB2, which
contains information about the preambles in the pool
for group 1, those for group 2, and Nth. Let Cm be the
pool for group m (m = 1 or 2). Let Rm,r be the size of
the pool in the r-th si-period for group m. Suppose that
the preamble transmission of a device occurred in the
i-th RACH period, and the transmission will be the n-th
preamble transmission. If R2,r = 0, or R2,r > 0 and
n ≤ Nth, the device selects a preamble in C1. Otherwise
(that is, R2,r > 0 and n > Nth), the device selects a
preamble in C2. Since the devices in which n > Nth are
excluded from group 1 in most cases, the estimation for
the number of contended devices in group 1 becomes
the estimation of BN(i). The pseudocode for the
proposed approach used for devices is represented in
Algorithm 1. As shown in line 2 in Algorithm 1,
additional bits for C2 and Nth in SIB2 are required.
However, the complexity of the algorithm for the
device is the same as that for the conventional LTE-A,
since similar operations (except for lines 8 to 12 in
Algorithm 1) are also required in the conventional
system.

Algorithm 1: Preamble group selection for devices.

1: On receiving SIB2 from BS:

2: obtain and update C1, C2 and Nth.

3: On requesting the RA procedure from upper layer:

4: if (C1, C2 and Nth are not obtained)

5: wait until they are obtained.

6: end if

7: for n = 1 to Nmax

8: if (the size of C2 = 0, or n ≤ Nth)

9: randomly selects a preamble in C1.

10: else

11: randomly selects a preamble in C2.

12: end if

13: transmit the selected preamble

14: activate timer and wait for MSG2.

15: if (MSG2 is arrived before timer expiration)

16: perform remaining procedures for data transmission.

17: if (data is successfully delivered to BS)

18: return as success.

19: end if

20: end if

21: end for

Decision on the size of the pools and notification in the
BS: The preambles in the two preamble pools are
determined and notified by the BS. In the initial stage, the
BS starts RA with arbitrary R1,1, such as 54 in
the conventional LTE-A. Group 2 is not required when
the number of backlogs is small; thus, the BS starts RA
without group 2, that is, R2,1 = 0. The BS determines and
broadcasts R1,r and R2,r in every TUPDATE subframe for
DARR. LetMm,i be the number of contended devices at the
i–th RACH period in group m, and let M̂m;i be its estimate.
As in DFSA, the BS can count the number of unused,
successful, and collided preambles in each RACH period
and for each group. Let Om,i be the observation vector for
group m in the i-th RACH period. M̂m;i is equal to

M̂m;i ¼ f ðOm;i;Rm;rÞ: (18)

Let �Mm;r be the sample mean of M̂m;i in the r-th si-period,
which is equal to

�Mm;i ¼ 1
NU

Xr�NU

i¼ðr�1ÞNUþ1

M̂m;i: (19)

At every TUPDATE, the BS determines R1,r+1 using

R1;rþ1 ¼ max �M 1;r
� �

;Rmin
� 	

: (20)

The BS can set as R2;rþ1 ¼ �M 2;r
� �

if R2,r > 0. However, if
R2,r is equal to 0, the BS cannot obtain �M2;r. In this case,
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the BS needs to determine R2,r+1 using �M1;r. Let c be the
expected ratio of devices contended in group 1 to that in
group 2 in the system with optimum success probability
(PS,i = e�1). c can be obtained by

c ¼
XNmax

n¼Nthþ1

ð1� e�1Þn�1
�XNth

n¼1

ð1� e�1Þn�1: (21)

Therefore, the BS determines R2,r+1 using

R2;rþ1 ¼
c �M 1;r
� �

;R2;r ¼ 0;
�M 2;r
� �

;R2;r [ 0:

(
(22)

Algorithm 2: Decision of the size of the pools in the BS.

1: On completing i-th RACH period:

2: obtain M̂m;i using (16).

3: On completing r-th si-period:

4: obtain �M1;r and �M2;r using (17).

5: R1;rþ1 ¼ max �M1;r
� �

;Rmin
� 	

.

6: if (R2,r = 0)

7: R2;rþ1 ¼ c �M1;r
� �

.

8: else

9: R2;rþ1 ¼ �M 2;r
� �

.

10: end if

11: construct the pools for each group, C1 and C2.

12: transmit SIB2 to notify C1, C2, and Nth.

The algorithm in the BS for the proposed approach is
represented in Algorithm 2. In the conventional DARR,
one estimation is required per RACH period, and one
determination for every si-periodicity. In the proposed
approach, an additional determination for every si-
periodicity is required according to lines 6 to 10 in
Algorithm 2.

VII. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present simulation results of the
throughput over time and the average throughput with
respect to M. In the evaluation, the arrival time
distribution for devices is set as a uniform or Beta (a = 3,
b = 4) distribution [5]. Nmax is selected as 10 [5]. The
devices are activated during a certain interval (Ia s), where
Ia is equal to 10 s [5]. In the simulation, one subframe is
equal to 1 ms. TRAR, WRAR, and WBO, are set as 3, 5, and
20 subframes, respectively [5]. TRAREP is 5 subframes [5].
TUPDATE is 320 subframes, which is the available
periodicity of SIB2 [19], [22]. We use Rmin of 10 [9], and
R1 and R1,1 of 54 [5]. Nth is equal to 4 when these
parameters are used. The BS estimates the number of

contended devices in a RACH using the estimation
function from the study by Khandelwal and others for the
simulation [11].

f ðOi;RrÞ ¼ log
Oið0Þ
Rr

� ��
log 1� 1

Rr

� �
;Oið0Þ[ 0:

(23)

The Riverbed Modeler (also known as the OPNET
Modeler) is used for the simulation. We implemented the
state machines and operations in each state for the devices
and the BS, which simulate a RACH procedure with a
given system model and the parameters. In the simulation,
each device selects an arrival time according to the arrival
distribution and Ia. Mi[1] and Mi changes randomly during
the simulation owing to the arrival distribution and the
probability to select a preamble in a device. Thus, we
conduct 1,500 simulations for each point in Figs. 8 to 13.
The number of simulations is selected to reduce the
standard error to below 0.5% of the average value of each
metric. For the proposed approach, PS,i becomes

PS;i ¼ ð1� 1=R1;rÞMi�1 ; n�Nth

ð1� 1=R2;rÞMi�1 ; n[Nth


: (24)

Figure 6 shows the throughput at the i-th RACH period
(Ti) in a simulation using 100,000 devices. The uniform
distribution for arrival and the proposed preamble partition
approach are applied in the simulation. The throughput
during the first TUPDATE subframes decreases rapidly
because the initial size of the pool, R1,1, is much smaller
than the number of arrivals. By calibrating the size of the
pool in the second and third si-periods, the throughput
approaches the maximum throughput.
Figure 7 shows the values of Mi, Rm,r, and Rr for M of

100,000 (Rr = R1,r + R2,r). Because R1,1 and R2,1 are set at
54 and 0, respectively, Mi rapidly increases in the first 320
subframes owing to the small number of preambles. By
allocating R2,2 at 320 subframes, the deep backlogged
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Fig. 6. Throughput of proposed approach and maximum
throughput with M of 100,000.
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devices are contended and estimated independently of the
non-deep backlogged devices. Therefore, the BS can
know the estimates of BN(i). After the third interval, the
variation of Mi becomes small by independent selection of
R1,r using the estimated BN(i). Note that small variations
after 960 subframes can be observed owing to the random
arrivals during a si-periodicity.
Figure 8 shows the average throughput for uniformly

distributed arrivals with different arrival rates. The arrival
rate is the number of newly arrived devices per RACH
period. The average throughput in a simulation, denoted
by �T , is obtained from the following equation

�T ¼ 1
NR

XNR

i¼1

Ti; (25)

where NR = Ia/TRAREP is the number of RACH periods
during Ia. The conventional policies used for the
comparison are represented in Table 1, where mod(x, y)
refers to the remainder of the division of x by y. The
fluctuation problem decreases the throughput of the
conventional policies. The preamble partition approach
reduces the fluctuation problem so the throughput of the
proposed approach is larger than that of the conventional

policies. Note that the throughputs around 20 arrivals per
RA slot increase slightly because the average number of
devices contending in the RACH period is similar to the
initial size of the preamble pool.
Figure 9 shows the average throughput for the Beta-

distributed arrivals. The preamble partition approach also
shows better throughput for the Beta distribution, where
the arrival rates change with the ∩-shaped curves. The
throughput is increased by approximately 29.7% to
114.4% and 23.0% to 91.3% for the uniform and Beta-
distributed arrivals, respectively, when the arrival rate is
equal to 50 devices per RACH period (corresponding to M
of 100,000 devices).
Figures 10 and 11 show the success ratio for the uniform

and Beta-distributed arrivals, respectively. The success
ratio is equal to the ratio of the sum of Si for all i to M. As
in Fig. 3, the fluctuation of Mi generally has two types of
interval in turn, as denoted by W1 and W2, where Mi > R*
during W1 and Mi < R* during W2. If the duration of W1

increases or |Mi – R*| increases in W1, the sum of
Si generally decreases. If the duration of W2 increases or
|Mi – R*| increases in W2, the sum of Si increases. The max
policy allocates excessively large pool sizes; thus, the
mean duration of W2 increases. However, the success ratio
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Fig. 7. Number of contended devices (Mi) and selected size of
the pool for each group (Rm,r) with M of 100,000 (Rr =
R1,r + R2,r).
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period for uniformly distributed arrival.

Table 1. Selected conventional approaches for comparison.

Conventional
policies

Definition of policy

Mean Same as (8)

Weighted
mean

Rrþ1 ¼ max

Pr�NU
i¼ðr�1ÞNUþ1

wiM̂ iPr�NU
i¼ðr�1ÞNUþ1

wi

$ %
;Rmin

 !
,

wi ¼ 1þmodði� 1;NU Þf g=NU

Max Rrþ1 ¼ max max
ðr�1ÞNUþ1� i� r�NU

M̂ i

� �
;Rmin

 �

Most recent Rrþ1 ¼ max M̂r�NU

� �
;Rmin

� �
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Fig. 9. Average throughput vs. number of arrivals per RACH
period for Beta-distributed arrival.
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decreases as the arrival rate increases since |Mi – R*| in W1

increases. The average pool sizes of the other three
conventional policies are similar, and they are smaller than
that of the max policy, but their fluctuation patterns are
different. The most recent policy selects a very small pool
size in W2, which causes a long duration of W1 and an
increase of |Mi – R*| in W1. The mean policy selects a
small pool size in W1; thus, the duration of W1 increases.
The weighted mean policy selects a sufficiently large pool
size in W1 and does not select a very low pool size in W2.
However, fluctuations are still observable. In addition,
when the arrival rate is small, it shows a similar pattern to
the most recent policy. The proposed approach shows a
high success ratio by decreasing Mi in W1 close to R* even
though the average pool size is smallest compared with
that of other policies.
Figures 12 and 13 show the average number of

preamble transmissions for success with the uniform and
Beta-distributed arrivals, respectively. The high value
implies a high number of collisions and long delay to
success. The max policy shows the lowest values owing to

the low number of collisions from the large size of the
preamble pool. The proposed approach shows lower
values than the other three conventional policies. The
lower values imply a lower number of collisions than the
other three conventional approaches.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, the challenge of throughput degradation for
DARR in LTE-A owing to si-periodicity in LTE-A was
discussed. To resolve the fluctuation problem, we proposed
a preamble partition approach for LTE-A. The proposed
approach increases throughput compared with a system
without the preamble partition approach. The proposed
preamble partition approach can be used to improve the
throughput of the RACH procedure or RA schemes for a
LTE-A based on a frame-slotted or multichannel ALOHA.
Although we analyzed and resolved the throughput

degradation, a similar problem is expected in the DFSA
for other communication systems or for the ACB in LTE-
A because they also use an estimated number of
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Fig. 10. Success ratio vs. arrival rate per RACH period for
uniformly distributed arrival.
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Fig. 11. Success ratio vs. arrival rate per RACH period for Beta
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Fig. 12. Average number of preamble transmissions for success
vs. arrival rate per RACH period for uniformly
distributed arrival.
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contended devices. To increase the effectiveness of these
schemes, studies of the throughput degradation from si-
periodicity or a similar periodicity may need to be carried
out. In our future work, we intend to explore the
throughput degradation in ACB owing to si-periodicity, as
well as alternatives for resolving the degradation.
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